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Introducing MBoC Preprint 
Highlights

This week Molecular Biology of the Cell (MBoC) is excited to publish 
our first MBoC Preprint Highlights. This new type of editorial con-
tent provides brief summaries and structured recognition of re-
search contributions for selected preprints of interest to our com-
munity. Publishing these highlights leverages the expertise of MBoC 
and the American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB) to promote the 

curation of the preprint literature for the benefit of the scientific 
community. This effort is supported by a Learned Society Curation 
Award from the Wellcome Trust and the Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute (Leader, 2020).

 Throughout the past year, we have been working to design and 
implement a system of curation tools for preprints and research ar-
ticles that debuts with the publication of our first MBoC Preprint 
Highlights. These tools consist of Badges selected and Significance 
Statements written by members of our new Board of Early-Career 
Editors (Lacy, 2021) and applied to selected preprints. Badges pro-
vide a visual way to quickly alert readers to valuable contributions of 
the research—such as providing openly accessible data sets or soft-
ware, demonstrating a new method, providing instructional 
materials, and more—which might not otherwise be apparent from 
a first view of the paper (Figure 1). A Significance Statement is 
intended to be a concise and broadly accessible overview of the 
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FIGURE 1: MBoC Badges. See https://www.molbiolcell.org/curation-tools for full definitions and explanation of 
badging for MBoC Preprint Highlights and research articles.

research and its significance, highlighting the background context, 
key findings, and potential impacts on future work.

We intend for MBoC Preprint Highlights to help readers from 
diverse fields discover relevant preprints and understand the back-
ground context and importance of the work. MBoC Preprint High-
lights will be published in the journal and linked on the preprint 
page on bioRxiv. A number of other preprint curation initiatives have 
been launched in recent years, with several venues now providing 
editorial commentary or assessment of the preprint literature 

https://www.molbiolcell.org/curation-tools
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(ReimagineReview, ASAPbio; https://reimaginereview.asapbio.org/; 
Polka et al., 2022). MBoC Preprint Highlights complement these ef-
forts and are unique in their format of brief Significance Statements 
and visual Badges and in that they are written by members of the 
Editorial Board and published as journal content. Importantly, like 
the preprints themselves, these editorial highlights will be openly 
accessible to all readers.

Selection as a highlighted preprint does not represent peer re-
view and does not imply that the preprint has been or will be re-
viewed or published by MBoC or any other journal; preprint authors 
do not submit for consideration as a highlight and are not involved 
in the selection of Badges or writing of Significance Statements. Of 
course, we welcome feedback from authors, readers, and the com-
munity. In the future, MBoC research articles will also include Badges 
and Significance Statements.

This effort is an experiment. Therefore, we will assess the impact 
of highlights on preprint usage throughout this year and issue a re-
port on our findings, and we plan to expand or adapt the project as 
necessary to best support the community.

As a journal published by a scientific society and edited exclu-
sively by active researchers, MBoC has long been a trusted source 
for publishing new and reliable findings by and for the cell biology 
community. ASCB is proud to support the community and engage 
in efforts to enhance the preprint ecosystem. In line with other 
ongoing efforts for the journal (Welch, 2020, 2021), we hope that 
these curation tools will help readers appreciate the importance of 

emerging scholarly works and provide new opportunities for re-
searchers to engage with the literature.
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